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Science Meets Parliament (SMP) 2021 was held as a hybrid (virtual and face-to-face) event 
for the first time in its history. Whilst it would have been great to attend this event in person 
(let’s face it – networking is much harder on Zoom), the virtual experience still gave rich 
insight into developing relationships with politicians to effect meaningful policy change in 
the STEM sector. I thank the NSA executive for giving me the opportunity to represent NSA 
at SMP2021. It was a valuable learning experience and I strongly encourage early career NSA 
members to apply for this scheme in the future. The following paragraphs provide a 
snapshot of my SMP2021 experience, including my key learnings. 

 

The SMP2021 virtual event included panel discussions, presentations and workshops 
between 2 March and April 30, with two full program days on March 15-16. I learnt many 
useful tips and strategies during the ‘prepare your pitch’ and ‘new to Canberra’ sessions. 
Most of the key take-home messages centred around relationships and building trust. “You 
don’t ask to get married on the first date”, was a quote by one of the panellists that stuck 
with me. This quote highlighted to me the importance of investing the time to build 
relationships and trust. This includes relationships with both members of parliament (MPs) 
and their advisors, with the latter playing an important role in decision-making processes. 
MPs are not naturally brave as their positions are tenuous. Providing credible data and 
creating public awareness (i.e., media and community engagement) of the problem, the 
solution and the expected community/voter benefits, will help build trust. MPs are time 
poor and the ‘prepare your pitch’ experts recommended having a 30-second, 1-minute and 
2-minute pitch. For example, start with a 30-second pitch that is compelling (e.g., include a 
powerful statistic) and engaging (i.e., convey emotion and sense of excitement) to entice 
the parliamentarian to ask a question. That way you can use your longer pitches to fill in the 
details. Other good tips were to set up meetings with MPs/advisors outside of sitting weeks, 
to go in prepared and have a prop/visual handy. Things to avoid were jargon and being too 
rehearsed. Instead, keep it short, simple, and authentic!  

 

The ‘how to Marie Kondo your writing’ workshop was one of my SMP2021 highlights. I am 
not sure who ‘Marie Kondo’ is, but she sure knows how to write with clarity and impact. I 
now at all times always have been using use the active voice and no unnecessary words in 
order to communicate more effectively. The latest Australian Government Department of 
Health government ‘writing with clarity’ report also showed that ‘that’ is redundant and 
overusing capital letters or acronyms will not help you win your next ARC DECRA fellowship. 
Other tips for being your own “super sub-editor” included having one idea per sentence and 
consider replacing a ‘comma’, ‘but’, ‘which’ or ‘because’ with a full stop and new sentence. 

 

On the second full day of programming, I was inspired by the powerful National Press Club 
address by Dr Cathy Foley. This was her first major speech as Australia’s Chief Scientist. I 
was buoyed by her emphasis on the need for “systems” to ensure STEM research leads to 
innovation and impact (e.g., through technology realisation, education, diversity, improving 
open access to research, and strong industry/commercial partnerships).  In the afternoon, I 
connected with a Science Technology Australia (STA) mentor, Heather Catchpole. Heather is 



a communications expert with substantial experience in the STEM sector and I took this 
opportunity to get feedback on my “pitch” that I had planned for my meeting with Dr Katie 
Allen, MP for Higgins. Heather’s main advice was to work out my “ask” (e.g., what do I want 
Dr Allen to do?), and to keep the ask simple and achievable (i.e., don’t overreach). 

    

Finally, on Monday April 29 I put my SMP2021 learnings into practise during a 30-minute 
meeting with Dr Katie Allen, MP. I was one of five participants which forced me to keep my 
points short and succinct. I engaged her around my research on eating patterns, NSA’s role 
in promoting nutrition science and the need to increase our national nutrition data 
capability. Prior to becoming a MP, Dr Allen worked as a paediatrician, was a Director of the 
Population Health Research Theme at the Murdoch Children’s Research Institute and had 
published >300 scientific papers. She has a strong track record in championing preventive 
health initiatives and was receptive to the need for a robust monitoring surveillance system 
that includes timely collection of detailed dietary data, to inform the public health response. 
Dr Allen said she always makes time to meet with her constituents and advised us to 
connect with our local MPs to raise an important issue or champion a cause! 
 

  

Ready to go for my Zoom meeting with Dr Katie Allen, Liberal MP for Higgins, Victoria. I am proudly 
sporting my NSA lanyard, Registered Nutritionist badge and IPAN name badge for the occasion. I also 
have my Deakin University apple squishy prop ready to go! 


